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(a) The DOE also has general contract authority to enter into indemnity agreements with its
contractors. Under such authority a certain measure of protection is extended to the DOE contractor
against risk of liability, but the assumption of liability by DOE will be expressly subject to the
availability of appropriated funds. Prior to enactment of section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act 1954,
as amended, this authority was exercised in a number of Atomic Energy Commission contracts and
this type of indemnification remains in some DOE contracts.

(b) It is the policy of the DOE, subsequent to the enactment of section 170, to restrict indemnity
agreements with DOE contractors, with respect to protection against public liability for a nuclear
incident, to the statutory indemnity provided under section 170. However, it is recognized that
circumstances may exist under which a DOE contractor may be exposed to a risk of public liability
for a nuclear occurrence which would not be covered by the statutory indemnity.

(c) While it is normally DOE policy to require its non-management and operating contractors to
obtain insurance coverage against public liability for nonnuclear risks, there may be circumstances
in which a contractual indemnity may be warranted to protect a DOE non-management and
operating contractor against liability for uninsured nonnuclear risks.

(d) If circumstances as mentioned in paragraph (b) or (c) of this section do arise, it shall be the
responsibility of the Heads of Contracting Activities to submit to the Head of the Agency or designee
for review and decision, all pertinent information concerning the need for, or desirability of,
providing a general authority indemnity to a DOE contractor.

(e) Where the indemnified risk is nonnuclear, the amount of general authority indemnity extended to
a fixed-price contractor should normally have a maximum obligation equivalent to the amount of
insurance that the contractor usually carries to cover such risks in its other commercial operations
or, if the risk involved is dissimilar to those normally encountered by the contractor, the amount that
it otherwise would have reasonably procured to insure this contract risk.

(f) In the event that a DOE contractor has been extended both a statutory indemnity and a general
authority indemnity, the general authority indemnity will not apply to the extent that the statutory
indemnity applies.

(g) The provisions of this subsection do not restrict or affect the policy of DOE to pay its cost-
reimbursement type contractors for the allowable cost of losses and expenses incurred in the
performance of the contact work, within the maximum amount of the contract obligation.
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